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Some of the Smile group children joined
school on 29th November and others on
30th November. The age of the children is
3+ or 4. Children come to school at 8:00
am and have breakfast in the hostel. After
breakfast they come to school and brush
their teeth and take a bath. We comb their
hair and change their clothes. Sometimes
children clean the room after having a
snack at 10: 30 am. After lunch the children
go home at 1:00 pm.
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In the group, the children do activities like drawing, collage
and finger printing. Children are very excited to paint their
hands and press it on the paper and the teacher displays it
on the board. In the group, the children enjoy dancing and
singing rhymes, etc.
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Didis also tell them stories in
Hindi. Children like dancing in the
group but not in front of many
children in the assembly. They
even sing songs in the group but
not in the assembly. When didi
asks them to sing, the children
only stand and stare at other
children.
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Children like jumping when didi asks who can jump
higher. They jump and jump and some of them sing and
enjoy so much and start clapping hands. Some children
like to repeat words after didi and say them again and
again. Children have been trying to speak Hindi a little
bit. While doing activities, they fall asleep on the floor.
Kartik and Tapan they don’t want to sit and are all the
time lying down and playing with each other and not
doing the activities.
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Children become happy they tell didis to do
action and didis do it. Surekha didi tells story by
showing them pictures. When they see the picture of
birds or animals, they start singing about the bird, etc.
During singing time they don’t like to sing. Some of the
children are very scared to sing or speak something. All
children enjoy watching movies like Krishna and
Ganesh and lion and the mouse. Before going home,
they all like to play in the sandpit and then only they go
home. On Mondays they don’t go home at 12:30
because they watch movie with older children and they
go home at 3:30.
They all like to play with blocks and toys.
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